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Mortynight run wikipedia

Running is not just a past time for many; It's an obsession. Running allows you to escape the troubles of everyday life and disappear into your own world. In this section you will find articles on marathon training, running health and more. We've heard of boards falling, but this is ridiculous. Panaji (Goa)
[India], January 23 (ANI): SC East Bengal head coach Robbie Fowler feels his side gave Mumbai City FC the toughest 45 minutes of their ongoing seventh season in the Indian Super League (ISL) on Friday. Ad • techrepublic Thank you for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary
changes. People are entering a new era. Ryan has been a regular at Brighton since joining Valencia in 2017, but was relegated last season with head coach Graham Potter and the chance to spend the rest of the current campaign at Arsenal proved too good to resist. There's still an aura of surreality to all
that, to be honest, Ryan told the Arsenal website. Toshiba, which applied for a return in April last year, will move back to the first stage on January 29. The company said the yield could help lure investors into stock indexes. TSE's decision demands an extraordinary shareholder meeting on governance
issues by two major shareholders - Singapore-based Effissimo Capital Management and US hedge fund Farallon Capital Management. The lubricant market of the automotive suspension system will grow by 8.05 mn gal in 2021-2025•China Electric News Thank you for your feedback. We will remove this
and make the necessary changes. The Best Bang For Your BuckThe tiny clinking viaps overseen by quiet PPE-wearing technicians belie the excitement inside the world's largest vaccine manufacturer, the Serum Institute of India, is a major player in the fight against coronavirus. Conor Garland had a goal
and an assist, Darcy Kuemper stopped 29 shots and the Arizona Coyotes handed the Vegas Golden Knights their first loss of the season, 5-2 on Friday night. The Coyotes bounced back from a drubbing two days earlier in Vegas with one of their best games of the season. Kuemper made some
spectacular saves and Arizona received contributions throughout the lineup after losing its first two games in four straight against the Golden Knights.Former Whitewater independent general counsel Ken Starr offers an analysis on Fox News @Night'Ad • Future Technology Cares Thank you for your
feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. As the world's energy networks expand, the complexity of the systems needed to support these networks increases. The crystalline Silicon Solar PV modules market will grow to $46.90 billion during 2021-2025I didn't like the way they



handled things and didn't want me, Fauci explained, saying he wanted to come to Maddow program FOX News Contributor Arroyo has more on this week's edition of Friday Follies'Ad • Sci Tech Profit Thank you for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. As automation and
optimization become commonplace, the usefulness of quantum computers increases. FOX News staffer Jonathan Turley discusses Democrats' unconstitutional negotiation with Trump at The Ingraham AngleMi is just so happy to be home, the kid's owners saidthe Pac-12 Conference rebproved Arizona
State basketball coach Bobby Hurley for his comments about officiating late sap from rival Arizona. The conference said Friday that Hurley was rebuked for his public comments to officials after an 84-82 loss to the Wildcats on Thursday night. Hurley was furious that Azoulas Tubelis wasn't invited for
hitting Arizona State guard Remy Martin's arm with nine seconds left. Ad•Science Tech Inventions Thank you for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. The compass was made in the fourth century BCLuka Doncic and the Dallas Mavericks are learning to keep the cold
when the game gets heated, and it proved meaningful against the San Antonio Spurs. Doncic had 36 points, 11 assists and nine rebounds and the Mavericks withstoed a late rally to beat the Spurs 122-117 on Friday night. The Mavericks believe losing several games in the final minutes of last season
helped their calm start to this season. Donald Trump is responsible for the January 6 revolt, but so it is, according to the House Republican leader.'Hannity host also joined Rep. Madison Cawthorn, R-N.C., and civil rights attorney Leo Terrell to respondAd • Siemens AG Thank you for your feedback. We
will remove this and make the necessary changes. How does a cyberattack like WannaCry unfold? The Mega Millions jackpot increased to $1 billion in Friday night's drawing. The winning numbers are 4-26-42-50-60 with a Mega Ball number of 24. If a lucky lottery player wins, it marks the second largest
jackpot in Mega Millions history and the third largest in U.S. lottery history, Mega Millions lottery officials said. The Raptors took revenge with a tough win over the Miami Heat in the second double-header. Together, they have collected more than 50,000 five-star ratings, and Wikipedia is the current king of
the encyclopedia world. Encyclopaedia Britannica, I remember announcing the end of print publication a few weeks ago. Now Wikipedia and their parents Wikimedia Foundation-want to conquer the final frontier: Academia. If Wikipedia is Jimmy Wales and the acolyte in their own way, professors can edit
Wikipedia pages in their field, add content in foreign languages, and allow students to quote Wikipedia articles in et papers. The Wikipedia Education Programme is an ambitious worldwide project aimed at using Wikipedia as an educational tool Worldwide. Worldwide. there is also an easy way for
Wikipedia to boost foreign language content in critical markets like Brazil and the Arab world, and an open encyclopedia to transform itself into a bona fide research engine for academia. The move also comes as the Atlantic's Alexis Madrigal noticed, while Google quietly ousted Google Scientist,
seemingly to focus on higher-revenue services. For the non-profit Wikipedia, storming and adopting the barricades of acadity is a very desirable goal. Wikimedia's LiAnna Davis tells Fast Company that Wikipedia's Education Program is one of the projects that improves the quality of content, and the
Wikipedia Ambassadors Program recruits ambassadors in person and online to serve as Wikipedia evangelists within the academy. Ambassadors are experienced Wikipedia editors who are expected to train professors and academics on Wikipedia article etiquette, format, tagging, and community
etiquette. The Wikipedia Education Program is funded from Wikimedia's annual operating budget. The university project began in the 2010-11 academic year as part of the Public Policy Initiative, which had a budget of $1.2 million from the Stanton Foundation. The Public Policy Initiative was a scaled-
down version of the project, which aims to recruit professors of social sciences to entrust their students with improving articles on relevant topics on Wikipedia. The current budget of the Wikipedia Education Program is unknown. Ambassadors are experienced Wikipedia editors who are expected to train
professors and academics on Wikipedia article etiquette, format, tagging, and community etiquette. A significant part of Wikipedia's Education Program consists of students editing Wikipedia pages related to their field of study. According to Davis, professors have found that students are energized by
contributing to a website that they use on a daily basis. Professors who participate in the program will receive sample lesson plans and curricula to use in the classroom, and ambassadors are expected to help professors building their own. The example, made publicly available by the Wikimedia
Foundation, builds a 12-week college course around Wikipedia, where lessons cover everything from building articles to linking to resources and avoiding plagiarism. The reminders provided by Wikimedia deal with topics such as basic Wikicode and uploading images. Academics are also encouraged to
serve as informal curators in their fields of expertise. Wikimedia encourages professors to edit pages in their field of study and to create new articles on niche topics. Wales and the company have also aggressively sought out scientific organisations for professional cooperation. A 000-member
Psychological Science Association (APS) has launched a Wikipedia wikipedia where students provide psychological academic entries accurate and complete. Another major organization, the 14,000-member American Sociological Association (ASA), has its own Wikipedia initiative dedicated to ensuring
that sociological-related articles are accurate, up-to-date, complete, and written in a style appropriate for the general public, and to fix problems found in existing articles. Wikipedia's growing role played an important role in the legitimacy of the site. While Wikipedia has been hugely popular for years,
articles on the site (which is of course edited by the general public) have been dogged by allegations of errors and bias. This reporter easily remembers being emphatically told back in the early 200s that college professors never use Wikipedia quotes. However, it is rare to find an academic who is not at
least occasionally a Wikipedia user. More common are the cases of academics like the University of Massachusetts-Amherst's Edward Erikson, who said that Wikipedia is always present in the classroom, whether they are invited to attend or not. But while the Wikipedia Education Program gives Wikipedia
considerable prestige for academy-approved status, the real secret sauce is the international market. In non-English countries, Wikipedia has very different usage rates. Although there are just over 3.9 million English-language articles on Wikipedia, there are only ~1,235,000 French articles and 185,000
Bahasa Indonesian articles. Some languages are disproportionately strong: 123,000 Basque articles (about 685,000 speakers), 126,000 Kazakh articles (about 13 million speakers) and 149,000 Lithuanian articles for 3.2 million speakers. Wikipedia boosts content in two critical markets, Brazil and the
Arabic-language world-drawing scholars. In response to the Arabic language content on Wikipedia growing in what the foundation describes as a moderate rate, Wikimedia has recruited professors and students from Egypt's Ain Shams University and Cairo University to develop Arabic-language content
for Wikipedia. There are just over 170,000 Arabic-language articles on Wikipedia, despite the fact that there are more than 400 million Arab speakers worldwide. Wikipedia has a stronger Portuguese presence; there are about 720,000 items online for a target audience of 252 million in Brazil, Portugal, and
elsewhere. However, Brazil's staggering economic growth and internet penetration rates make it an attractive expansion site for wikipedia. Wikipedia is not as ubiquitous in Brazil as in the Anglo-Saxon world, and printed encyclopedias still dominate much of the market. Similar projects have been
launched at other universities around the world. To name a few, there is an official Wikipedia presence in the universities of the Czech Republic Macedonia, Mexico and Russia. Many programs at the Autonomous National University of Mexico and the Monterrey Institute of Technology and Higher
Education allow students to translate Wikipedia articles from English to Spanish and edit existing articles into academic credits. Perhaps more than anything, the Wikipedia Education Program seems to indicate Wikimedia is becoming more ambitious and in need of decency. Constant allegations of
misbehaviour, bias, and other sloppy residue crowdsourcing dogged the encyclopedia for a long time. It's no surprise that, whether you like your professor or not, many university students (damn it, maybe most of us) turn to Wikipedia to look for scientific work. For Wikimedia, it's easy to ally the academy
and work with the academy. If this project helps them break into key foreign language markets where they face competition, so be it. For more stories like this, follow @fastcompany on Twitter. Email Neal Ungerleider, the author of this article, here you can find on Twitter and Google +. [Image: Wikimedia
user Alin] Alin, I don't know.
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